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Liebeler-Lomas Show Oct and Nov 1966: 

(
Tippit shell cases- said matched revolver. The point is not this, but that they 
did not match the bullets. To say that the shells match the revolver is to say 
nothing unless it can be shown that the bullets matched either the shells, then 
thteched to the revolver, or that the bullets themselves matche3 the revolver. 
In this case, neither was done. His big speech is but propaganda. 
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 It is not alone the lack of rifling marks that made impossible the matching or 
the ballets with the revolver. There was also deformity which made it impossible 
to match the bullet with anything, as was also true in the sleged assassination 
attempt against General Welker. 

(
Osweld's br?adcast description: Liebeler fibbed a little in the direction of the 
real Oswald s real description, and did not accurately reflect either the actual 
broadcast description, the lack-of a source for %I, the delay in broadcasting.I4 , 
the contrad  ctio4s betw4n it and  hat given b Brennen, the imnuted source. He 

mment 	 t 	 ce to Monti 	the dource if was 
their information when then had_to_ pro s source n a tr a 	w nese

4 

it. The person who killed Tippit was 
Liebeler. He just plain lied here, for it 

al effort to get Mrs. Markham, the most 
rjury. There is the question I raised about 
interrogation by Liebeler on which he has 
am. if not the others, it is Liebeler. 

" 	act v 	Fair Pla F 	 nittee" in N w 0 sans. There was no 
!air Kay For Cuba Committee in N.O. There was ut a one-man front organization 
of Oswald's, matching exactly the one-m n. committee GarlosBminauiva  his adver-
sary in the street fight (give de 8 a . 0 s committee and his activities ended 
and he went to Mexico as soon as he reaped the propaganda harvest of this affair. 
O's committee bad no connection with anything 

 

L 
seen by a number of witnesses, known t 
is he who was sent to Dallas in a spec 
spectacular witness, to withdraw her p 
the doctoring of the transcript of thi 
been silent. If anyone knew of mr 

 

I I I In his big speech about conspiracy, L 	addresseng himself only to a conspirec 
-1.4421ILULSALIX14 He never addressed himself to &.y but a pol 	 y. 
There without questionnwes a conspiracy to kill, for noone was capable of what 
was attributed to Oswald. 

ag. Liebeler twisted and kliaprepresented. IblAyled  plentyotiimaIoIelk 1) 
themselves". The truth is that Frazier  

end given a 	•  actor test and held up f 
e  
om e very first 100q, without con- 

sultation and un•e • :--,-: to change his story. L and the Commission practise 
selaggIly2=41111..1.10441 The witnesses are right in saying there was a bag but 

w 	wrong in saying the beg couldn't possible have held a rifle, as with Brennan end 
14 0001k A liwaktm, both 	ttad liars, believed as non-liars when the CommissiOrTnited to. 

g 
More spectecularly, saam.aald.a.bama411er, but was believed end a)ntinuted 
to speak other than the truth. Without these two witnesses there was nothing to 
base any package-carrying on. Yet both, as did 611 other witnesses on the bag, 
testified directly opposite to what the Commission concluded. Tba.-:_11qa" was not 
o identified by 	 the beginning. anft there is no 	 e 

ictures were eken there. No effor;t 

	

or 9 montlitt 	 
I 

L said the bag had O's fingerprints and palmprints,both plural, on it. 
This is false. Whet he did not say it that there is nothing unusual about his 

is being where he worked and th - ban was allegedly found exactly 
a""--"ww"mEEELegU51111"3110011Wtmramii  

•et L avoids is how 0 managed to avoid lesvi;ng a single finger er 
hiding the rifle (story of barricader. Liebeler said or this, "wil 

Ill a ..egedly snows 
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conclusively 	he carried that beg..." This i also false. t shows only tat 
he ed touched the paper. 	s o 	,p a e o 	W8 	s eying carried the 
bag, for there were n. 	 e is su p d to 8V 	 he 
uld have had 	have 	t to do *he 	s 	t 	to h m L also said th 

bag "mate ed the description of the bag t ese witnesses saw him carry in in every 
respect except the± length." Again, false. Also width, and no one saw him 
carry anything "in" anywhere. Eaxctly the opposite is true. Misrepresented 
Doughtery's testimony as "t ought" he saw Oswald enter building and "AIDLI1.1 
e 	er seein  him cerr' an 	 ug 	emphatic, 0 had nothing and he 
did see m. n "assuming U threw •e bag away, there are, as L knowsn, many 
other alternatives, such as putting the package in a shed at the end of the bldg., 
and on this there is no evidence of search or desire to search..."The rifle, 
which had been in the garage prior to that time." This rifle was never placed in 
that garage or anywhere else except the postoffice months earlier, was never 
placed in O's possession, and there was proof only that that bag had never 
held a rifle. 

Lomax is repeated responsible on his atttidue to the assassination of a President 
end inferences in its solution "too grave". 

If 	nee" is "the na 	 ss"Y When you have had and 
unchallenge 	ac , the drawing of inference es opposed to fact it the opposite 

of the fact-finding process. 

Nobody, despite whet Lieveler said, saw Oswald carry anything out of the house 

in Irving. Frazier did not "fabIX folow him right in". the bldg. 

/ If Dougherty is "a most unreliable witness", and this is "gracious" to him, why 

I
did the Commission use himY He was actually a specially trusted employee. L keeps 
on sayigg this bag that crazier saw is the same bag that was found on the sixth 
floor. espite the semantics of the Report end the injustified presumptions of 
Liebeleil, all the evidence is the other way (give evidence on bag-West, F on 
0 never taking anything hime, creases in bag, etc.) L avoids the Dent that with 

all the people working on the sicth floor and elsewhFre in the bldg., no one saw 
either 0 with a rifle or the rifle in or out of the bag and there is no idnicetion 
to Commission ever looked for such a person or witness -not even a suggestion of it. 

il

L evaded on absene of picture of bag where found and has nothing do do with 

Exhibit 1302, as he said. 14 tel et of 0-welds •ri 
in the plural hence 	 fails to note .e -)tudebaker, who generously 
supp -• • s Tngerprints to everything else he touched, mysteriously left none 
on the bag he says he found. The question is not whether the Commission "fudged" 
the evidence on the beg, but whether those it should have investigated did, and 
in this the Commission never had any interest or showed any suspicion. 

His opposition to the use of Markhem
1 
 s testimony. He should explain his own 

concluding comments where he interrogated her. "Then ", meaning attr her testimony, 
"she had talked over the telephone with Mark Lane". This happened, as L knows, 
before hse appeered before the Commission, for in that .bstimony she perjured 

I

herself in denying she had had this conversation. All L would say of her is that 
her eaeacity to observe reality is quite limited. What he should have said is that 
4eenite his bast 21,fforts..a.mprsuasionnualig_nezeigtedinbagner447.z.The failing 
is his, personally. 

i) / EL,esten.itnonlirtig,Reit:/ tdo:se:ot reflect  ieltel'siet:q1,11Z.:rof the investigation. 

"An' 	bts" wibl be "rescilve•" 	 ctures and 

X 	 ic 
fact of the assassins on end at best, if they can now be trusted, prove 
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most onit that one less lie was told. Liebeler av 
autopsygpAria, 0090 of which are en 	 in both 

exhibit and the files, a 	n •up c 	es. In tallting of "best evidence", 
exactly the phrase first used in WHITEWASH, he obfuscates by ignoring the fact that, 
as the law requires, th 
euert testimony and the basis of their testimony on their autopsy. He misrep- 
resnted the doctors' testimony. W 	they  to testif 	 r'ured themselaig4 
thlatsaty_gUaLti_kaum_silajz_jalajagav a he avoids if their virtue egging 
for the production of their picturese  that they hed never seen. • 

On LIN  ... . . S  '' 	 rifle, L as s there were tw. •hoto re hs as there 
were. One 	- stolen 	afte 	 ...• ; ip.,...16 	 in'entor :d i . 
This iellegedlt the one that appeared in LIFE and e .: 	. esE3of 
it o evailablC,  without saying why. H sa LitheT71y 

" 	ilable" , whereas, accord ng o the , 
police, bot were. 2  a is but protection of t.:  -- 	,..  .eserv: 	.;. 
his end everyone else con 	Se.. ere re er to Sheneyfelt's decapitations. 
What he does •o say a that the shadow is stright down from the nose in the 

1 

1 
 one that did not disappear. Where the Commission prints them both side by side, 

(16E510), they are so smell this comprison can not be made. 

On cutting off Boilers as a witness, go into Liebelr's cutting off-phot-grephic 
and Mel 

On what Bowers told the FBI, Liebeler certainly has no Icnowledge of thismand we 
do no almos everyone com laine 	t the unfa 	1 representation by the FBI 
agents of all t 	was  seil„  •e agents recorded other 	w a wi nesses s r 
tiiil said eAl-TrTT'out what witnesses swear they said, and in not a single case 
Was there a confrontation between the agents end the complaining wttgesses, inc. 
Secret Service agents. 

Lieieler had WHITEWASH several months :before Lane's was out. 

On single-bullet theory, alleges facts taken out of context. Opposite is true. 
S 	the  bullet had ;222.11132:41...uassals--ow 	notitamI is nehowever a 
"very hi powered"  ou let with 	mum tremenduous penetrating p 	. 	Is a 
small-caliber bullet of bud inedium iao-isilamir-ire-Laweell presumed. 

. 

L  ;,:.--  Of  this -a in• th:r; ;  SS  other explena  Os • -. 	''. Zi:•  T 

con 	c nclusione._ When he says 
he doctor 	 ", L is misrepresenting, for the doctors, 

a 	that this 	 could n. 	veinflicted these in'ur6es. 
If 399 didn t w a did"'c There were five fragments found n 	car 	• e Commission 
did not look for any alternative. it presumed there was none. 

more important, 
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Reaction time of men differ:mt. 'Vicel testimonz_Illa evaded.  

"No auto sy report ever  stated that the wound  in the front was an entrance w and". 
ow lowup or page 19? of WHITEWASH. "9 	 oc ors n 	as. They 

are the or...ay....saps..ski.a.sexp.e„uuLtairavuaLrbefore they cut it waay in surgery. 
"They did n2tgLiu..r.aw-Piva-wpmaa..algasliC.apntrary, the' 	they all  .- 	bed 

as-W57-Mnsis ;. 	, 	- .. ,.. ante wound and  8:: 	11.:L 
' 8 8  ;#. 

en s ate riven. 
Misrepresented "fibres w 	 " because razier was specific in saying 
he cou not say what was true at the time of the assassination, only that as of 
the time of the testimony, if nothing had touch& the clothes, it seemed to be 
a beck-entrance wound. "Traced through the body". ever. lust projected. 

•e"'"". 	 • 
cell said it was-an  6Etrance wound" Opposite 

from the truth. 
c The D' . - - 
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I

"All the shots came from behind and above". Assuming this to be true, is the 
TsBD and its sixth-floor window the only such place? No. 

On 08s poor marksmanship and the inability of the best "master's " to duplicate 
imputed shooting, "that's not true at all". Even his own stipulationsof "duplica-
Tion" shows unfaithfulness - 30 ft vs 63, fixed targets to sigh on, etc. Also 
fixed rifle before they used it. To say "in the time invokved" each of the 
experts missed one of the shots is to say nothing because of the varying degrees 
of still and because all experts had all the time they wanted for the first shot. 
Also, where did they flit terkets None duplicated assassination shooting. In 
saying they did "exactly what Oswald did" of this shooting, he is misrepresenting, 
for the nuestion is not alone one of conditions of test but of where bullets hit. 
"The Marine Corps did not conclude that Oswald was a poor shot". Read Folsom. 
"The said that by Marine Corps standards he was a fair shot". 

On what is secret in archives, he avoided majority*FBI secrecy. It is not CIA 
that classified most of what is withheld. It was not the Commission that decided 
"this should not be made public" but the FBI. 

"Anything being withheld that were it to be made public would change our thinking". 
Liebeler: "224.11, I' 	reed discussed t 	auto s re ort...bit other than 
that, that the only thing tha 	ears on that that, that s he onl thin that 
OL—I 1 	4-:o --..:  sub c that bears  .1 	 inatisl " Use Docs 5,7, SS and 
FBI Reports, Melier, Zap camera speed, Altgens picture, etc. 

21111aIta2ms...aues&LIQapf  399 and its .pristine 	'diton, lack of duplication 
CiT71175EtTctuanityiT any test whenit was all quite ssible. He mis- 
represents tumbling on Cohnally's wounds, because it had to have teen en 
controlled tumbling. If there were any deficiencies in the testilalny of the 
autopsy doctors end what they saw and did not see it, was the fault of the staff 

4i 1441 	
of which Liebeler was one. Doctors need only see medical reports. Why did they 
not see Connally's Xrays. 

3 	came from 1-l overnor Con 	 e 	. No evidence that it did, al evidence 
contra 	t a can be said is that it was proved not to have come from JFKs, 
butt: there were other stretchers. Also 2 	neon no statement from him:) No 
chaih of evidence 	Q 	cord. Liebeler, n answer ng 	on a o` 'the 
rest, 	 erfering with examination of the bullet, avoids the basic Dact, 
that there was no testing to see what the residues were and that the Commission 
even belated demanded none. 4.1..1-.Z.bg bing  around is  non-_ 
e uetur because there were traces of foreign matter, there was enough to test, 

there as spectrographic analysis, "draedarou n15" 
(is this the way the assassination of s president is conducted and approved by 
those charged with Liebeler s responsibilities?). 

Puff of smoke or steam. Any proof of leak in pipe.' 

"Look for fairies" re puff of smoke. Not at all the situation, nor does the utterly 
incompetent, incomplete and only dubious autopsy report end the possibility of 
front entrance wounds. There was not onl the .ue- .n . . 	eta that s r 
t.kelfresiden =nd C 	 er possibly aprtictpating in the assassina- 
ti-Eihose shots might have missed, end Liebeler himself handled one such interro- 
gation (go into MTS. Bal 	his treatment of her, the  picture he used  instead of 
the one he shou d have sued, its poor quality en i the fact i4..sigyjjjiot 	and  d d 

he 
90 an no ev ence on this 

of this, in the a•sence o' 	 vestigation, as L concedes, there s no 
s....112,..2...jaa_vedbyel estater'usursrsu ement. 

testifying t 	etc. "No shots 
hit anyone, but 



rogram, reference to rifle nr1nt. Libeler does not 
and that D  would  not say anything in writko 

tp.the  FBI on it and 	 light of this, sa7s 
the commission go t F 	. conduct this edditioniii-TH77311gation"  he is simp y  deceiv ng or uninforlw 

1 

 If the Commission allpat  rlv,..9nBrennan's eyewitness identification of Oswald, Why did it use it if it is not CF7TEIe7-un what eyewitness identification did 

thug. On the ri e i was 
122"1"-"1"."1/4.1ea nts off 
employees there never wore 
He was never phased on the 
that he was. 

en old print and there were 212..LAw  nrintA ann_hP had  ' 
and there weere no gloves found or sought. Truly on 
any. His opportunities were those of dozens of others. 
sixth floor at that time, despite Liebeler's statement 

(

"Basically it revolves around the fact that his rifle was used to kill the 
President." Agreeing for the sake of argument that this is true, and it is 
mere presumption, how does it p=ve that he used the rifle that was never placed in his possession Liebeler s allegations of circumstantial evidence is not 
accurate od meaningful. 

Wzwald's prints wergja.u.124.4t  the bootom of thzligl.. Not true. In any event, 
tills does not prove the rifle was in it and there was no evidence, despite L's ottfuscetions, that the rifles had been in the bag. The makrijgs, of oil and indentations, had to be there for the rifle to have been in it. They were not. 
This rifle, despite Liebeler, was never placed in the garage or anywhere else. This rifle had to be proved and in not a single instance was it. 

His representation of Gov C's position at the time of the assassination is evasive. It is "almost certainly true that it would have had to hit Governor Connally" does not say that it could have done what is imputed to it or that the Governor in fact was in a pasition that make this likely. The staff said of this merely that they moved the Connally standing around to see if he cou,d be manipulated into a position where this might have happened, and this in an ungaithfUl recon-struction. He said "yes, we did find that bullet" There is no evidence of this, 
the evidence is all to the contrary, and the best that can be said is that in the . 
fact of 100g. of the medical and other evidence, this is 8 conjecture. In discusting )I this he refers to Epstein, who has but little on it, and ignored WHITEWASH,  which has much, and which he had. 

99n" :lanced o'' *lie of his ribs" It smashed 10 cm of it. He made szjaLire6grda  
. li, 	. 172M111' l• OM I 	II  ..-. d in all three .zits of the 6ov's body,, 

Where n the eport is there the statemen 	a " here werd`r/Tret-'17-7TOod on 
the bullet"/and where the evidence in the Report or the record that there was en effort to identify the type? Or of the contact, no natter how slight, with any 
bone.: Frazier sat testified 'Vole bullet would have been marked with going through corase cloth or leahter. This bullet has no such markings. He misrepresents the nature and purpose of the Edgewood tests end their results, fails to admit  that there was not even the effort or pretense of duplication, end that even then the tests showed the opposite of :that he and the Commission said and entirely supported the contrary me deal testimony. If the bullsimas tumbling. h -w did the sides 
iot get marked  How could it go through the bull t be tumbling through bone with-
out marking tie sides, if not the front'( What Liebeler here really says is that the bullet, once it started tumbling, stopped by itself and thensforth went 
only backwards. This is ridiculous and entirely impossible, in defiance of 611 the 
laws of nature and science. 

Additional partia 
say th 

it rely': The reseme of hi sprints  •11 	1- OS.:- M-td- SO • 8 	 d 

1 
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In "All of the evidence that the Commission examined...was ttrneI over to the National Arlhives at the conclusion of our work." This is both false and evasive, 

ofr the question is also what the Commission, meaning either members of staff, 

did not exempla, i.e., the spectrographic analysis. Refer to 904 end letters. 

 

Of what was withheld, "We've gone through all of them ourselves, obviously." 

Thus he has no excuse forjaadlasj  the photographic evidece missing, the pictures 

he handled last were doctored, those that are not in the files or archive, etc. 

 

I "3.4 grains pwrmissible wight loss of this bullet." False. Here Liebeler refers 

to aria's work and again avoids mine, which he had and has failed to deny. 

He says it is wrong for Selandria to say there were three grains of lead in the 

Governor s wrist, "based on Xrey evidence", but the reality is that the doctors 

testified there were more than three grains lost here alone. Liebeler ignores 

the tread in the chest (tell thee.5hires story( and in the leg. (rive the size of 

the leg fragment, nowhere mentioned by the Commission, although they had it in 

the same document I have. 

- 

/

/111
)1 How can he dismiss whet Dallas olice did by merely saying he made no apologies. 

II The fact is that the deport did: 

II Didn't know how far from rooming house to scene Tippir murders This is what he 

I said. He certainly could have made an approximation. Reason: 	me does not work out. 

Ill( He pretends the Commission lawyers reconstructed at least three times. a 
 no question but that he had time to id it" and he names both FBI and SS besi es 

e omm ssaon.ti 1--,  z 	illsqemielexime.-1....—...ea 	, ,. 	:.-. 	doesn't wo 	But he 
said "plenty of time". He knows better, for he has WHITEWASHl  1 nothing else. 

/ 

He says whet is not true thi7-717777777MMTrrrrriFEW57'TEFedietely  sent out over 

I 	X 
the police radio". 	Says Tippit's actions are those of an officer making an 

1f/arrest. his is childishly rdpallamlama, from even the ludicrous witnesses. ' 

Here begins abother, in which L andswers Lane: 
I 

"The amount of the lead los
o  
t is parfectly consistent with this bullet having 

done its kind of Eft damage to both of them. But this is not the point. Both 

the elanalilega.Z.Z2P,which is th.. central issue, and the factual opposite of 
what he saysof wight, is the real condition. He is evasive on the condition of 

the nose of the bullet. He gives the opposite of the importsx of Gregory's 

) 

testimony to make it see, contrary to fact, that Gregory deid this bullet actually 

did all the things attributed to it. he did not. He said the opposite. 

''tlsalirsi:13' 171 stsildal:t rielmja:Mie°W: .ctila: 
way 

 -dci).dget"tiThibsuli-IssfalosegoTheiro: 
I(  )( 

	through 
 

did use ceda 	at Edgewood and ne er used a to 	 esent 40+77711 

I :=0.:mmg==4-klis  bullet had to have n cted. The only inference, cause 
it was a possible, is that they did not dare face the result. He says of the power I 
remaining in the bullet, to imbed a fragment in the thigh bone (he also elsewhere 

said this bullet went into the governor Sat an inchs, "barely scratched his thigh...;; 

......r 
11/i He denies Marina wa6 sweated by the FBI when she herself so testified. He said 

that just didn't happen" refer to Scherezade. 

In clobbering Lane he says there is a basis for en ,Illigestp  straightforward 

"14
) commentary and ori 	of the  workof the Commissionna nobody is afrIld of 

. 	the• .. 	e fails to ment on WHITEWASH and goes after Lane a sone. 
•••■=s0t 
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Bruise on top of the lung. Di 	ot  he doctors say this could have come from the tracheotomy? Th- d d not trace t = path, anl the dissected the body as required by their task. 

"Knew for absolute clextritik certainty that it had certainly gone pest the Ill strap muscles because it bruised the top of the lungs," re Humes and bullet. 

LIFE owns Hughes film. 	Why dies Liebeler not address himself to the use to 
which this film was put in the FBI report and what it might or might not show 

in the sixth-floor window. 


